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Abstract: Quantum network coding can effectively improve the aggregate
throughput of quantum networks and alleviate bottlenecks caused by topological
constraints. Most of previous schemes are dedicated to the efﬁcient teleportation
of unknown quantum states in a quantum network. Herein a proposal for transmission of deterministic known states over quantum repeater network based on
quantum measurements. We show that the new protocol offers advantages over
three aspects. Firstly, the senders in our protocol obtain the knowledge of the
quantum state to be transmitted, which enables the autonomy of quantum network
transmission. Secondly, we study the quantum repeater network coding for longdistance deterministic quantum state communication. Quantum repeater network
initialization requires entanglement distribution only among neighboring nodes,
greatly saving entanglement resources, channel overhead and storage costs.
Thirdly, based on Pauli measurements and local complementation, new protocol
realizes parallel coding operations to mitigate latency issues sufﬁciently. Combining quantum network coding and quantum remote state preparation technology,
our protocol provides an important solution for deterministic known states transmission over large-scale quantum network in the future.
Keywords: Quantum repeater network coding; graph state; Pauli measurements;
local complementation

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of quantum information technology, the establishment of globalized
quantum networks is an inevitable trend in the future. Hayashi et al. [1] ﬁrst proposed the quantum
network coding protocol “XQQ”. Due to the quantum non-cloning theorem, Hayashi used approximate
cloning to replicate the quantum state, which led to partial distortion of the original quantum state. In
order to improve the ﬁdelity, then Hayashi [2] adopted quantum teleportation as the information
transmission method. This method [2] was able to achieve perfect cross-transmission of two quantum
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states over the butterﬂy network. In 2011, perfect quantum network encoding [3] was proposed over arbitrary
network model with classical communication assistance. Subsequently, Nishimura [4] pointed out that future
work on quantum network coding should be extended to general network structures. In recent years, Li et al.
[5,6] have conducted profound studies on the solvability of quantum network coding for multi-unicast
problem in general network structures.
However, considering the large-scale distributed quantum networks in future, quantum network coding
protocols mentioned above [1–6] have not considered about the communication cost seriously. By taking the
addition of auxiliary quantum repeaters at nodes regardless of expensive quantum resources [1–6], the
communication cost will greatly increase. How to effectively use quantum network resources has become
a hot research topic recently. As a solid foundation for future large-scale quantum communication
networks, quantum repeater technology successfully performs communication tasks in long-range
complex topologies. For the study of quantum repeater network coding, scholars start with three different
information transmission methods [7–9] in butterﬂy network. There are universal gate operations [7],
entanglement swapping [8], and quantum measurement [9] respectively. In 2017, Nguyen et al. [10]
proposed a large-scale quantum network coding protocol (LQNC), which aimed at a quantum repeater
network with M-pairs communicating parties and N intermediate nodes. In 2018, Li et al. [11] studied the
quantum repeater network multicast problem. Compared to the general repeater networks protocol with
graph transformation [12], this protocol [11] showed the more general version.
Although the existing quantum repeaters network coding are dedicated to releasing quantum resource
consumption in general network communication [13,14], few studies addressed the scalability of
transmitted information types. In the above protocols, each sender only acts as a communication tool to
transmit unknown quantum states, without considering the senders’ transport needs. In this paper, a
quantum repeater network coding protocol is proposed to support active remote transmission of known
quantum states. By distributing entangled resources among adjacent nodes, each sender can send a certain
quantum state to the receiver. It not only gives the sender the right to determine the transmitted quantum
state, but also saves channel overhead and alleviates the shortage of quantum resources. The new
protocol combines quantum network coding with quantum controlled remote state preparation techniques.
Firstly, we use cluster states as entanglement resources and distribute entanglement among neighbor
nodes. Then, based on quantum measurement techniques, especially Pauli measurement, repeater coding
operations are designed to extend the entanglement relationship. Finally, local complementation operation
is used to construct a quantum controlled remote state preparation channel for both communicating
parties. The deterministic quantum network communication can be achieved simply by introducing the
existing quantum remote preparation scheme [15]. Overall, our protocol provides an important solution
for building large-scale quantum network communication in the future.
2 Preliminary
We assume that the reader already has a basic knowledge of quantum information theory, but if the
reader does not have a background in this area, please refer to the literature [16] for prior learning. Here
we focus on quantum repeater networks and the knowledge of quantum graph state covered in new protocol.
2.1 Quantum Repeater
Quantum repeater can solve the problem of exponential decay of photon signal in optical ﬁber, and it is one of
the important ways to realize Super-far-distance quantum communication in the future. Speciﬁcally, the original
point-to-point transmission will be changed to segmented transmission, that is, the whole communication line will
be reasonably segmented to enjoy the polynomial scaling with the total distance. Then these segments are
cascaded by quantum repeater, which makes it possible to build a full quantum network.
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The basic principle of quantum repeater is the combination of segmenting entanglement distribution and
entanglement swapping to expand the communication distance. Fig. 1 shows us the principle of quantum
repeater. In quantum repeater network, due to the long distance between Alice and Bob, the photon signal
has the problem of exponential decay in the ﬁber. Therefore, we need to add quantum repeaters (R1, R2,
R3) between Alice and Bob. Firstly, the initialization process is carried out by pre sharing the entangled
resource between adjacent repeaters. Secondly, in order to extend the entanglement relationship, local
operations with the assistance of classical communication (LOCC) should be performed on the entangled
states. Finally, by exploiting quantum information communication methods (e.g., quantum teleportation,
quantum remote state preparation), perfect quantum repeater network communication can be achieved.
Alice

R1

R2

R3

Bob
Initialization

L
LOCC

LOCC

LOCC

Alice

Bob

Figure 1: The Principle of Quantum Repeater
2.2 Quantum Graph State
This section introduces the quantum graph states, the local complementation of graph states and Pauli
measurements involved in encoding and decoding operations, as well as quantum remote state preparation.
2.2.1 Graph State
Graph state is a special class of quantum entangled states. Any simple graph can have a corresponding
graph state. Now we introduce the concept of a graph. A graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ is deﬁned by a set of vertices
V ¼ f1; 2;…;mg and a set of edges E ¼ fði; jÞji; j 2 V g. If there is an edge between vertex i and j, they
can be called as neighboring vertices. The set of neighbors of a vertex i 2 V is denoted by Ni.
Graph state has another construction deﬁnition. Given a simple graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, the corresponding
graph state jGi can be deﬁned as:
Y
CZab jþijV j
(1)
jGi ¼
ða;bÞ2E

This deﬁnition explains the process of constructing a graph state. Firstly, each vertex represents an initial
j0i þ j1i
qubit jþi ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ . Secondly, the edges between neighboring vertices a; b represent the the controlled-Z
2
gate operation CZab performed on vertices a; b qubits. In particular, the graph G is undirected, i.e., the edges
(a; b) and (b; a) are identical.
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When the graph G is a simple chain or grid structure, the corresponding graph states are called cluster
states. They were originally introduced by Briegel et al. [17]. There are some examples about cluster states
shown in Tab. 1. As an important class of entanglement resources, cluster states are widely used in quantum
computing and quantum information processing. In this paper, cluster states are used as entanglement
resources for network coding.
Table 1: Three representations of graph states
Graph Representation
(1) 2-qubit linear cluster
state
1

2

(2) 4-qubit linear cluster
state
1

2

3

4

(3) 5-qubit graph state
1

2

3

4

Graph States


G1;2 ¼ CZ12 jþþi
1
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0þi þ j1iÞ
2


G1;2;3;4 ¼ CZ12 CZ23 CZ34 jþ þ þþi
1
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðjþ00þi þ jþ01i þ j10þi þ j11iÞ
2


G1;2;3;4;5 ¼ CZ12 CZ23 CZ25 CZ34 jþ þ þ þ þi
1
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðjþ00 þ þi þ jþ01  þi þ j10 þ i þ j11  iÞ
2

5

2.2.2 Graph State Properties
Graph states are a class of entangled quantum states that embody multi-particle entanglement structures,
which have many peculiar properties.
(1) Local Complementation (LC)
In graph theory, when two graphs are isomorphic, there is an equivalence relation between them. For
graph states, there also exist an equivalence relation between different graph states. Here equivalence
relations include LU equivalence and LC equivalence.
LU equivalence relationship of a graph state means: if there is a local unitary operator U ¼ ni¼1 Ui for
two n-qubits graph states jG1 i and jG2 i, satisfying U jG1 i ¼ jG2 i, where Ui is the unitary operator acting on
a single qubit, then the jG1 i and jG2 i is said to be LU-equivalent.
LC equivalence is a subclass of the LU equivalence relation. If there exists a local Clifford operator
L ¼ ni¼1 Li for two n-qubits graph state jG1 i and jG2 i, satisfying LjG1 i ¼ jG2 i, where Li is the Clifford
operator acting on a single qubit, then the jG1 i and jG2 i is the LC equivalence. The effect of a local
Clifford operator acting on a graph state can be depicted by Local Complementation (LC) on the graph.
Local Complementation (LC): Given a simple graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, a local complementation on vertex
p
p
i Xi
i Zj
i 2 V is applied through unitary transformation Uis :¼ e 4 j2Ni e 4 . From the perspective of graph
transformation, edges are added between all the adjacent vertices of the original vertex i 2 V . If the
original neighbors have been connected already, the original edges are cancelled. Meanwhile the other
parts remain unchanged. It is recorded as si ðGÞ or LCðiÞ.
Fig. 2 gives an example about LC. In Fig. 2, the left one is the original graph and the right one is LCðaÞ.
In the original graph, the set of neighbors of vertex a is Na ¼ fb; c; dg. The original vertex b and c, d are not
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adjacent, we need to connect (b,c), (b,d). Since the original vertex c, d had an edge already, we need to cancel
the connection. The rest of original graph remains unchanged. Therefore, LCðaÞ is shown as the right one,
p
p
p
p
i Xa
i Zb
i Zc
i Zd
s
which is applied through unitary transformation Ua :¼ e 4  e 4  e 4  e 4 .
c

c
b

b
e

d

e

d

Figure 2: An Example LCðaÞ in graph state
(2) Pauli Measurement
Pauli measurement on a graph state satisﬁes a set of graph rules [18,19]. In this paper, the Paulimeasurements involved are Y-measurements and Z-measurements. Here we focus on the transformation
rules for these two Pauli measurements.
Z-measurement: Z-measurement on a vertex of the graph state is easiest by simply removing that vertex
and corresponding edges from the graph. Given a graph state G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, when we apply Z-measurement
with a 2 V , the resulting state is given by
ðaÞ

ðaÞ

P z; jGi ¼ jz; iðaÞ  Uz; jG0 i
Y
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
¼
rðbÞ
Uz;þ ¼ I; Uz;
z

(2)
(3)

b2Na
ðaÞ

P z; is the projective measurement on a vertex a 2 V with rz and the measured results will be 1. The
resulting graph is given by
G0 ¼ G  fag

(4)

Y-measurement: To make a Y-measure on a vertex of a graph state, you need to do a local complement
operation on the vertex and then remove the vertex and corresponding edges from the graph. Given a graph
state G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, when we apply Y-measurement with a 2 V , the resulting state is given by:
ðaÞ

ðaÞ

P y; jGi ¼ jy; iðaÞ  Uy; jG0 i
ðaÞ

Uy;þ ¼

Y

1=2

ðirðbÞ
z Þ

b2Na

ðaÞ
; Uy;
¼

(5)
Y

ðirðbÞ
z Þ

1=2

(6)

b2Na

ðaÞ

P y; is the projective measurement on a vertex a 2 V with ry and the measured results will be 1. The
resulting graph is given by
G0 ¼ G  EðNa ; Na Þ

(7)

Here we give an example. The rules for the structure of the graph changed by Pauli Measurement (Zmeasurement, Y-measurement) of the vertex a (vertex a is noted in white) are summarized in Tab. 2, where
we use the Nielsen et al. [16] notation to formalize the transformation.
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Table 2: The Transformation Rules for the Structure of the Graph by Z-measurement and Y-measurement
Rule

Example

For a Z-basis measurement of vertex a (noted in white)
(1) Remove vertex a and edges from a.

For a Y-basis measurement of vertex a (noted in white)
(1) Local complement vertex a;
(2) Remove vertex a and edges from a.

2.3 Quantum Remote State Preparation
Quantum remote state preparation (RSP) is a kind of remote transmission method for certain quantum
states. RSP and quantum teleportation (QT) both use quantum entanglement channel and classical
communication to realize quantum communication. They are two important transmission modes in
quantum information theory. The difference between them is whether the sender has the right to know the
transmission state. In quantum teleportation, the sender has the physical sample of the quantum state to
be transmitted, but he may not know the speciﬁc expression of the state. While in remote state
preparation, the sender clearly knows the expression of the quantum state to be transmitted, but he may
not have the physical sample of the state.
Before introducing our quantum network coding protocol, we give a brief review of a protocol for
quantum controlled remote state preparation (CRSP) based on GHZ state [15]. There are three legal
participants in the protocol [15]: Alice, Bob and Charlie. Suppose Alice wants to help his colleague Bob
prepare an arbitrary single quantum state
jni ¼ xj0i þ yeih j1i

(8)

Where, real coefﬁcients x; y  0, h 2 ½0; 2pÞ and x2 þy2 ¼ 1. Alice knows the speciﬁc expression of the state,
but Bob doesn’t. Meanwhile Charlie will control the whole remote preparation process. To accomplish the
above tasks, Alice, Bob and Charlie share a 4-bit GHZ state in advance:
1
jGiA1 A2 BC ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0000i þ j1111iÞA1 A2 BC
2

(9)

Alice, Bob and Charlie have particles A1 A2 , B and C, respectively.
The speciﬁc steps of the quantum controlled remote state preparation protocol [15] are as follows:
Step1. Alice applies the projective measurement on the qubit A1 with fjn1 i; jn2 ig:
jn1 iA1 ¼ xj0i þ yj1i; jn2 iA1 ¼ xj1i  yj0i

(10)

According to the measurement results, Alice uses the corresponding measurement basis to measure the
qubit A2 .
If the measurement result is jn1 iA1 , Alice operates U1 on A2 :


1 1 eih
U1 ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
ih
2 1e

(11)
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Then Alice applies the projective measurement on the qubit A2 with:


1 
1 
jg1 iA2 ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ j0i þ eih j1i ; jg2 iA2 ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ j0i  eih j1i
2
2
If the measurement result is jn2 iA1 , Alice operates U2 on A2 :


1 eih 1
p
ﬃﬃ
ﬃ
U2 ¼
ih
2 e 1

(12)

(13)

Then Alice applies the projective measurement on the qubit A2 with:
 0
  

1  ih
1 
g
j0i þ j1i ; g02 A2 ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ eih j0i  j1i
1 A2 ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ e
2
2

(14)

It is worth noting that Alice uses feedforward measurement technology here. In other words, the
choice of measurement basis for the qubit A2 mainly depends on the previous measurement results of the
qubit A1 . Here the projective measurement results of the qubits A1 and A2 are represented by PMA1
and PMA2 respectively. After that, Alice informs Bob and Charlie of the measurement results (PMA1
and PMA2 ) through classical communication. Since these results are meaningless to any outsider, they can
be transmitted publicly. Now the qubits BC held by Bob and Charlie collapses into the following
entangled state
 
 
l
¼xj00iBC  yeih j11iBC ; m BC ¼xj11iBC  yeih j00iBC
(15)
BC
The relationship between the measurement results and the joint collapse state is shown in Tab. 3.
Table 3: The relationship between the measurement results (PMA1 and PMA2 ) and the entangled state held by
Bob and Charlie
PMA1

PMA2

The Entangled State Held by Bob and Charlie

jn1 iA1
jn1 iA1
jn2 iA1
jn2 iA1

jg1 iA2
jg2 iA2
 0
g
 10 A2
g
2 A2

jlþ iBC ¼ xj00iBC þ yeih j11iBC
jl iBC ¼ xj00iBC  yeih j11iBC
jmþ iBC ¼ xj11iBC þ yeih j00iBC
jm iBC ¼ xj11iBC  yeih j00iBC

According to the measurement results PMA1 and PMA2 , Charlie uses the measurement basis fjþi; jig
to measure the qubit C. And then Charlie informs Bob of the measurement result PMC through classical
communication.
Once the message from Alice and Charlie is received, Bob can perform a corresponding unitary
operation on the qubit B to recover the single quantum state jni. The corresponding relationship between
Bob’s unitary operation and the measurement results of Alice (PMA1 and PMA2 ) and Charlie (PMC ) is
shown in Tab. 4.
3 Measurement-based Quantum Repeater Network Coding
Existing quantum repeater network coding aim to teleport unknown quantum information. They extend
the entanglement relations by gate operations [7], entanglement exchange [8], or quantum measurement
techniques [9], and construct quantum teleportation channels between source-target nodes to transfer
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unknown quantum states. In this paper, considering the need for deterministic known quantum state
transmission, we propose to construct a quantum controlled remote state preparation channel between
source-target nodes. It contributes to deterministic quantum state transmission in quantum repeater network.
Table 4: The relationship between the measurement results (PMA1 , PMA2 and PMC ) and the unitary operation
performed by Bob
PMA1

PMA2

PMC

The Unitary Operation
Performed by Bob

jn1 iA1
jn1 iA1
jn1 iA1
jn1 iA1
jn2 iA1
jn2 iA1
jn2 iA1
jn2 iA1

jg1 iA2
jg1 iA2
jg2 iA2
jg2 iA2
 0
g
 10 A2
g
 10 A2
g
 20 A2
g
2 A2

jþiC
jiC
jþiC
jiC
jþiC
jiC
jþiC
jiC

I
rz
rz
I
iry
rx
rx
iry

3.1 The Proposed Protocol
The main task of our protocol is to construct a quantum controlled remote preparation channel between
the source-target nodes in quantum repeater network. The ﬂowchart of the entire protocol is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The ﬂow chart of measurement-based quantum repeater network coding
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As shown in Fig. 3, a deterministic quantum state transmission over quantum repeater network requires
setting up quantum repeaters at the source nodes S1 ; S2 , intermediate node R1 ; R2 , and target node T1 ; T2 in
initialization process. The source nodes S1 ; S2 pre-share a three-particle linear cluster state
1
1
jG1;2;3 >¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0 þ 0 > þj1  1 >Þ1;2;3 and jG4;5;6 >¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0 þ 0 > þj1  1 >Þ4;5;6 with their adjacent
2
2
intermediate node R1 respectively; the intermediate nodes R1 ; R2 pre-share two pairs of two-particle cluster
1
1
states jG7;8 >¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0þ > þj1 >Þ7;8 and jG9;10 >¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0þ > þj1 >Þ9;10 ; the target nodes T1 ; T2
2
2
1
1
pre-share a two-particle cluster state jG11;12 >¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0þ > þj1 >Þ11;12 and jG13;14 >¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0
2
2
þ > þj1 >Þ13;14 with their adjacent intermediate node R2 respectively. The initial state of the whole
protocol is:







(16)
jinit i ¼ G1;2;3 G4;5;6 G7;8 G9;10 G11;12 G13;14
The following are the steps for coding a deterministic quantum state network based on quantum
repeaters.
Step 1. Generate two 7-particle linear cluster states by connecting (3,7), (4,9), (8,11), and (10,13) in
parallel at the intermediate nodes R1 ; R2 via the Controlled-Z operation:
j1 . ¼ jG1;2;3;7;8;11;12 . jG4;5;6;9;10;13;14 .
1
0
ðj00 > j11 >Þðjþ00 þ 0 > þj þ 00  1 > þjþ01  0 > þj þ 01 þ 1 >Þ
B þðj00 > j11 >Þðj10 þ 0 > þj  10  1 > j11  0 > j  11 þ 1 >Þ C
C
B
¼B
C
A
@ þðj01 > þj10þ >Þðj00 þ 0 > þj00  1 > þj01  0 > þj01 þ 1 >Þ
þðj01þ > þj10 >Þðj10 þ 0 > þj10  1 > j11  0 > j11 þ 1 >Þ
1;2;3;7;8;11;12
0
1
ðj00 > j11 >Þðjþ00 þ 0 > þj þ 00  1 > þjþ01  0 > þj þ 01 þ 1 >Þ
B þðj00 > j11 >Þðj10 þ 0 > þj  10  1 > j11  0 > j  11 þ 1 >Þ C
B
C
B
C
@ þðj01 > þj10þ >Þðj00 þ 0 > þj00  1 > þj01  0 > þj01 þ 1 >Þ
A
þðj01þ > þj10 >Þðj10 þ 0 > þj10  1 > j11  0 > j11 þ 1 >Þ

(17)

4;5;6;9;10;13;14

Step 2. Apply Y-measure with 3, 6, 13, 11 particles by R1 ; R2 simultaneously. It removes the redundant
particles and connect the neighbor qubits directly.
j2 >¼ jG1;2;7;8;12 > jG4;5;9;10;14 >
¼ ðjþ0iðjþ0þiþj1iÞþj1iðj0þiþjþ1iÞÞ1;2;7;8;12
 ðjþ0iðjþ0þiþj1iÞþj1iðj0þiþjþ1iÞÞ4;5;9;10;14
Step 3. Perform local complement operations on 2, 5 particles by S1 ; S2.
Step 4. Perform local complement operations on 7, 9 particles by R1.
Step 5. Perform local complement operations on 8, 10 particles by R2.

(18)
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Step 6. Apply Z-measure with the particles 7, 9, thus generating two required 4-particles GHZ states.


final ¼ jGHZ i 1;2;12;8 jGHZ i
4;5;14;10
(19)
1
1
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0000iþj1111iÞ1;2;12;8  pﬃﬃﬃ ðj0000iþj1111iÞ4;5;14;10
2
2
Now the source nodes S1 ; S2 , the corresponding target nodes T1 ; T2 and the intermediate node R2
successfully construct a quantum remote state preparation channel [15]. According to [15], the
intermediate node R2 can remotely control the task of determining the quantum state network
communication.
3.2 The Performance Analysis
In this section, we give a detailed performance analysis of the new protocol in terms of security, and
communication rate.
3.2.1 Security
Since the quantum repeater network coding protocol does not require sending quantum particles during
the entire transmission process, the eavesdropper Eve can only steal secret message particles at the source
node. This situation can be ensured by means of quantum detection listening [20–25]. The technique of
quantum detection listening was inspired by BB84 QKD [26], which has been proven to be absolutely
safe. It is assumed that the X-basis and Z-basis measurements are used with equal probability to detect
particles. If the state of the detected particle is |0>, eavesdropper Eve has a 1/2 probability of using Zbasis to measure it, and the state of the particle is not |0> after the measurement, so it will not be
detected. When eavesdropper Eve has a 1/2 probability of using base X to measure, she still has a 1/2
probability of getting the result |0>, so the probability of eavesdropper Eve randomly choosing the base
1 1 1
to measure without changing the quantum state is þ  .
2 2 2
3.2.2 Communication Rate
In the asymptotic scenario [27,28], the extensive use of network is allowed. Under the assumption that
there is a communication protocol Pn , where the sender Si uses n times network to transmit nðri  di Þ qubits
with ﬁdelity 1  ei for di ; ei !0 to the receiver ti, the rate k-tuple (r1 ; r2 ; . . . ; rk ) is achievable and the set of
k
P
all achievable rate pairs is called the achievable rate region. ri represents the value of 1-ﬂow with ﬁdelity
i¼1

1 transmission, while 1- maxﬂow represents the upper bound of 1- ﬂow value. The new protocol proposed in
this paper achieves the value of 1-maxﬂow since it realizes the perfect transmission of quantum state over the
quantum network per use of network and classical communication.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, a quantum repeater network coding protocol that supports active remote transmission of
known quantum states is proposed by combining quantum remote preparation techniques. The new protocol
uses clustered states as entanglement resources and designs repeater coding operations based on quantum
measurements. Compared to the previous quantum network coding protocols, the new protocol only
distribute entanglement resources among neighbor node. Each sender at the source node can determine
the transmitted quantum state and each node complete the coding operation in parallel, which achieve an
optimized remote transmission of known quantum states in the quantum network.
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